Not functioning adrenocortical carcinoma from diagnosis to management: a case report
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Abstract
Adrenal gland cysts are rare indications of adrenal diseases, which are commonly asymptomatic. In radiological studies, these cysts, known as incidentalomas, are often detected by coincidence accounting for 6% of the population. Adrenal incidentalomas are commonly detected, and autonomous cortisol hypersecretion is the most prevalent abnormality associated with these masses. Since this complication is recurrent, it requires intermittent morphological and hormonal evaluation for several years. In this paper, we aimed to present the case of a 52-year-old woman with complaints of vague abdominal pain. After laparotomy, the tumor was removed, and umbilical herniorrhaphy was performed on the patient. Laparoscopic adrenalectomy is the first-line surgical treatment for this type of incidentaloma. Ultrasonography revealed an echogenic mass (diameter: 4 cm) in the left adrenal gland of the patient, which was not associated with hernia. In addition, CT-scan showed that the adrenal lesion was hypodense and heterogeneous (diameters: 81*53 mm) with sharp, irregular borders.
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Introduction
Adrenal gland cysts are rare indications of adrenal diseases, which are commonly asymptomatic (1-3). Adrenal tumors with sudden onset require complex management strategies (diameter: ≥1 cm). In radiological studies, these cysts, known as incidentalomas, are often detected by coincidence accounting for 6% of the population (4).

With recent advancement in paraclinical facilities, such as ultrasound and CT-scan, identification of many adrenal cysts has become easier through various diagnostic procedures (1-3). Androgen-producing adrenal tumors are relatively rare. These tumors may appear as benign (adenoma) or malignant (carcinoma) cases. According to the literature, 50% of androgen-producing adenomas are reported to be benign, while the others are diagnosed as malignant (5).

Androgen-producing adenomas are rarely observed, and only 50 cases have been reported in the medical literature so far. For instance, these masses often appear before menopause in women, along with symptoms such as severe hirsutism, voice mutation, and amenorrhea. Furthermore, 80% of the female patients with androgen-producing adenomas develop clitoromegaly (6, 7).

Adrenal adenomas may be functional or non-functional. Statistics show that 85% of these masses are non-functional, while only 15% are functional with hormonal secretion (8). Adrenocortical adenomas are detected in 15% of...
the patients presenting with adrenal masses. These benign tumors secret cortisol and have a diameter of smaller than 4 cm. A rare finding in this regard is large adenoma, which has been shown to cause the Cushing’s syndrome (9).

Case Presentation

A 52-year-old woman referred to our clinical center with complaints of vague abdominal pain. She had a history of laparoscopic cholecystectomy (six years ago). A few months after the surgery, the patient noticed a painless bulging in her abdomen, which was diagnosed as umbilical hernia. Recently, she experienced vague abdominal pain and underwent abdominal ultrasonography to assess the umbilical hernia.

Ultrasonography of the patient revealed an echogenic mass (diameter: 4 cm) in the left adrenal gland, which had not arisen from the hernia. The patient presented with no other signs or symptoms, such as flushing and hyperhidrosis. CT-scan was performed, and the results showed the adrenal lesion to be hypodense and heterogeneous (diameters: 81*53 mm) with sharp, irregular borders (Figure 1). Moreover, the cyst had 65% absolute percentage washout in 10 minutes, which is a characteristic of benign adrenal masses.

Routine laboratory tests of the patient were normal, with the exception of thyroid-stimulating hormone (7.12 mIU/ml). The patient had a history of hypothyroidism and received treatment with levothyroxine. In addition, 24-hour urine analysis and endocrinology tests were carried out. In the 24-hour urine sample, vanillylmandelic acid was 5.6 mg/24 hours (normal range: <13.6), metanephrine was 195 μg/24 hours (normal range: <350), normetanephrine was 843 μg/24 hours (normal range: <600), and 5-OH-indole acetic acid was 4.8 mg/24 hours (normal range: <15).

Urine free cortisol was 191 μg/24 hours (normal range: 50-190). Considering the age of the patient, dehydroepiandrosterone level was within the normal range (139 μg/dL, normal range: 33-212 μg/dL). Moreover, upright serum aldosterone was 382 pg/ml higher than the normal range (40-310 pg/ml), while plasma rennin activity was 3.9 IU/ml (normal range: 0.06-4.69 IU/ml).

In the next stage, the patient underwent laparotomy. After the removal of the tumor, umbilical herniorrhaphy was carried out.

Discussion

Adrenal gland was first described as an identifiable structure by Bartolomeo Eustachio in 1563. Due to its small size, this organ is anatomically ambiguous. As such, clinical explanation of adrenal deficiency was unclear before the mid-19th century.

Adrenal cysts are relatively rare with complex diagnoses (1). Most adrenal cysts are detected following non-specific abdominal pain, ultrasound, CT-scan or autopsies (10). However, incidentally discovered adrenal masses have various differential diagnoses, including adenoma, myelolipoma, lipoma, cyst, pheochromocytoma, primary or metastatic cancer, hyperplasia, and tuberculosis (11). Adrenal cysts are often unilateral, and the prevalence has been reported to be twice higher among women (12, 13). Adrenal cysts are categorized into three groups of epithelial, parasitic, and vascular.

Vascular cysts are more common than other types of adrenal masses and are divided into two subgroups.

Figure 1. Abdominal CT-scan of patient
of endothelial and hemorrhagic (pseudocysts). Endothelial cysts account for approximately 50% of all cases of adrenal cysts, followed by pseudocysts with the prevalence rate of 40% (10). Incidence of epithelial and parasitic cysts has been estimated at 7% and 9%, respectively. Moreover, some of these cysts are of neoplastic origin, arising from necrotic tissue remnants (14). According to the literature, pseudocysts constitute 80% of all the cases of cystic adrenal masses (3, 15, 16).

With regard to pseudocysts, it is noteworthy that these masses are associated with the possibility of intracystic hemorrhage (with or without known etiology), which could pose significant risk to the health of the patients, leading to the need for surgical operation (1, 3).

Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) stimulation test is used for the detection of adrenal insufficiency and congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH). CAH syndrome is the deficiency of 21-hydroxylase or 11-beta hydroxylase, in which the stimulation of ACTH directs steroidogenesis to precursors. Normal range of 17-hydroxyprogesterone in healthy individuals is 10-100 nmol/L, while the normal range of cortisol concentration is 386.26-689.75 mmol/L.

In patients with major depression, unusual response to ACTH stimulation test has been reported (17). On the other hand, deficient cortisol production has been observed in patients with obstructive sleep apnea, significant alcohol consumption, and obesity (18-21). Cortisol response to ACTH stimulation occurs with ACTH-independent CS, also known as ACTH-independent macronodular adrenal hyperplasia.

Considering the symptomatic laparoscopic cholecystectomy and umbilical hernia caused by the previous surgery, patients with symptomatic gallstones are candidates for surgical operation. However, if they do not receive timely treatment, they might experience occasional pain, resulting in the detection of an incidentaloma for adrenocortical adenoma.

With respect to effective laboratory methods for the diagnosis of adrenal pseudocysts, various studies have denoted the lack of diagnostic value in procedures such as ultrasound and CT-scan. In other words, identification of adrenal cysts with differential diagnoses (e.g., kidney, liver, and gallbladder masses) is complicated. Therefore, it is recommended that future studies investigate the efficacy of other approaches (e.g., MRI and urography) in the diagnosis of the patients (3).

On the other hand, findings of Gierke et al. indicated that these masses are normally asymptomatic, and few patients have complaints of vague pain in the sides of the body (11). In the present case, the patient had occasional complaints of vague abdominal pain. Since there was the possibility of intracystic hemorrhage, which might cause anemia, the patient underwent surgery immediately after diagnosis. Today, surgical operation for such patients involves laparoscopic procedures unless laparoscopy is unable to control active intracystic hemorrhage.

Conclusion

Considering their differential diagnoses, adrenal cysts (renal, hepatic and gallbladder masses) have a complex diagnosis. Furthermore, intracystic hemorrhage or trauma could lead to anemia, and patients with these complications require immediate surgery. Currently, laparoscopic adrenalectomy is considered the first-line treatment in this regard.
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